and challenging with the same tumour. The usual finding is that these TATAs are highly immunogenic, stable and heritable. An intriguing feature of these chemically induced tumours is their uniqueness, each bearing a distinct antigen with an absolute restriction to the tumour of origin.
Recent investigations have focused upon defining the nature of these tumor specific antigens (TSA) and the nature of the genes coding for TSA. Several TATA have now been isolated and purified to chemical homogeneity (DuBois et al., 1982) . Also, somatic cell genetic techniques have been employed in order to define the genetic basis of antigen diversity (Pravtcheva et al., 1981 In order to stabilize the several somatic cell hybrids and prevent loss of mouse chromosomes, these hybrid cells were hybridized with a clone of BALB/3T3-THO (see Pravtcheva et al., 1981) . THO cells were therefore used as negative controls for immunization. See group 6. hybrids ms 5 bearing the X chromosome and mAE 19 bearing chromosome 1 and X and neither expressing the Meth A TSSA (groups 4 and 5) did not prevent growth of Meth A sarcoma. Protection achieved with the hybrid cells bearing X12 was similar to that achieved by immunization with control Meth A cells, the source of the X12 chromosome. These results parallel exactly the results obtained in the serologic assays as shown in Table I , again showing the close relationship of TSSA and TATA in this system. Groups 8 and 9, Figure 1 are speciflcity assays. mAE 28-immunized BALB/c mice challenged with CI-4 and CII-10 respectively were not protected against challenge. (0) Each of these methylcholanthrene-induced sarcomas has its own strong TATA . Figure 2 shows typical growth patterns of the Meth A sarcoma in controls and in mice immunized with the somatic cell hybrids mAE 28 and ma 8C, bearing the X12 chromosome.
As shown previously using serologic assays to detect the Meth A tumor specific antigen, only those somatic cell hybrids (Meth A x E 36) bearing the X12 translocation were capable of immunizing BALB/c mice against Meth A challenge. Hybrids containing X as a single chromosome (ms 5) 
